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August 21, 2015 

 
Aaron J. Kennon                    
Chief Executive Officer 

Clear Harbor Flash – Market Indigestion 
 
Historically, summer indigestion comes from too much ice cream and barbeque. But in keeping with the 

new tradition that emerged from the financial crisis, it is capital markets that are churning stomachs in a 

month that many would prefer to associate with low trading volumes and muted volatility.  

This August has seen the S&P 500 turn negative on the year, with corporate earnings on pace for less-

than-stellar growth of just 1-2%. In fixed income, despite vocal calls for rates to rise, safety-seekers have 

sent 10-year U.S. Treasury yields below where they were at the start of 2015; the Barclays Aggregate 

appears to be flat-lining alongside the equity markets.  

There is no shortage of reasons for the return of volatility. Questions over the degree of debt growth 

and economic deceleration in China have weighed on investors, and prompted many economists to 

reduce global growth expectations. While the latest bailout for Greece seems sealed, the structural 

fragility of the Eurozone retains its potential to provoke market uncertainty. And emerging market 

currencies are reacting violently to the relative strength of the U.S. dollar, the slide in crude oil prices, 

and soft demand for core products, particularly among commodity-exporting nations. 

The reality is that “sell in May and walk away” does not suffice as an investment guide. U.S. markets are 

not immune to economic events abroad, and global capital flows do not pause for summer vacation. 

We should not be surprised by the return of price fluctuation, but we must guard against the anxiety—

just as, in rapidly rising markets, the euphoria—that such moments can bring. Volatility is a hallmark of 

the free and open markets that we rely on to form wealth over time; some asset classes will necessarily 

exhibit higher expected volatility than others over any given period.  

Moments of market stress are a reminder that investors have two antacids at their disposal: a well-

crafted wealth strategy, and the vigilance to monitor and adjust it with discipline. Are you comfortable 

with your exposure to recent market fluctuations, or the true impact that a significant decline in liquid 

or total net worth would have on your spending patterns? Does the potential purchase or sale of a 

business, home or other asset demand attention from an investment and tax-efficiency standpoint? 
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At Clear Harbor, we are privileged to be your partner not just in addressing important market events, 

but in formulating strategies that take into account your entire financial picture without inviting undue 

heartburn. In my experience, whether the markets are busy or not, the summer doldrums are an 

excellent time to take a fresh look at the big picture; on behalf of the entire team, I invite you to call at 

your convenience so we may do so together.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

Disclosure: 

Clear Harbor Asset Management, LLC (“Clear Harbor”) is an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal place 

of business in the State of New York. Clear Harbor and its representatives are in compliance with the current notice 

filing requirements imposed upon registered investment advisers by those states in which Clear Harbor maintains 

clients. Clear Harbor may only transact business in those states in which it is notice filed, or qualifies for an exemption 

or exclusion from notice filing requirements.   

The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary. The commentary may contain general 

information and views that are not directly relevant to your particular account. Opinions expressed herein are those 

of Aaron Kennon and may differ from those of other employees and affiliates of Clear Harbor Asset Management 

LLC. The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment advice. Past 

performance is no guarantee of future results. Information presented herein is subject to change without notice and 

should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Any comparison to an index, including the S&P 

500 and Russell 2000, is for comparative purposes only. An investment cannot be made directly into an index, which 

are unmanaged and do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees. This brochure is limited to the dissemination of 

general information pertaining to its investment advisory services. The current account composition is intended for 

informational purposes and allocations are subject to change. 

For information pertaining to the registration status of Clear Harbor, please contact Clear Harbor or refer to the 

Investment Adviser Public Disclosure web site (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). For additional information about Clear 

Harbor, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form ADV from Clear Harbor 

using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send 

money. 

http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/

